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expanding needs and wants of the

international consumer are reshaping the

*uy

Europe handles picking in the
warehouse. To meet these growing demands,
warehouse operators are striving for more
efficiency, flexibiliqf and a balance between the tr,vo.
And they're looking for these heightened qualities in
their order picking systems.
"Changes in consumers' behaviour allow new
players to get into the business and others to increase
their share," says Peter Totz, director business
consultanry at SSI Schaefer." The key developments
are therefore: how to adapt the changing market,
staying efficient and flexible."
Consumer satisfaction and loyalty is paramount for
retailers. And the efficiency of awarehouse picking
system can influence a customer's decision to choose
one retailer over another. It is a simple and reliable
operation that is most likely to attract and preserve
customers. "This is more important than bottom line
pricing," says DarrelWiliams, region director for
Northern Europe and South A.frica at Hone)'well
Vocollect Solutions.
But it is difficult to keep things simple in an industry
that has no choice but to open its arms to increasingly
complex services. The pressure felt by retailers trickles
right dor,vn tlrough the supply chain.
"The advent of the multi-channel and omni-channel
environments has created many challenges for retailers
in terms of picking operations," saysWilliams. "Gone
are the relatively simple days when a few orders went to
a lew stores."
The range of choices consumers now have when it
comes to shopping, especially online, is vast - and this is
abig challenge for the industry.
"Now orders are going to store, direct to the home of
the consumer, to the retail outlet for click-and-collect and
even to various pickup points, to facilitate the [fe of the
customer - all with the aim of eaming customer loyalty,"
addsWlliams. "Factors driving changes in the European
market are largelybased on customer demand/
expectation and the technology available to them."
Consumers now expect a cheap and sometimes lree
same day delivery service, and a convenient click and
collect option. And this isnt set to change anytime soon.
"The visibility and availability of commodities across
the European economic region means that investment
in process and technology to satisfir demand on an
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unprecedented scale is now a must," sayslVilliams.
The omnipresence of tablets and smart phones has
completely reshaped the waywe purchase.
"The buy proflle shows us that purchases are being
made much later in the evening - engendering better
visibility and availability of systems and later cut off
times for picking and delivery, all adding yet more
pressure to daily warehouse operations," says Williams.
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Peter Totz says that goods-to-person
technologies will soon be at

the forefront of the

European market.

"Wewillhave
technologies to

flexiblycopewith
fast movers and

Darrel Williams
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omni-channel the answer?

Three quarters of companies surveyed
by JDA and Price Waterhouse Coopers

run their store and online operations
separately and this is taking its toll on
retailers' profi tability.
But the research found that 63 per

cent of companies that merged store
and online operations expressed
confidence in profit growth, in
comparison to just 43 per cent with
separate processes.
"Fulfi lling omni-channel demand

profitably remains a huge challenge for
retailers," says Lee Gill, group vice

the extended range of goods in an efficient way," he
says. "In our European market goods-to-person
technologies will take more and more of the share in
picking now, and later on will spread to the other
markets in the world. This gives good prospects to the
European industry."
A presence that is felt strongly across Europe is retail
giantAmazon. And this is magnifring the already
prevalentpressure retailers face from customer demands.
"In addition to customer satisfaction, the pressure is
on retailers because global companies like Amazon ate
extending their tvvo-hour prime delivery services around
the world to all the big cities, allowing members to have
items delivered free within a couple of hours; this
process is only going to grow and expand that, as these
global companies open more distribution centres in
more locations; putting the pressure on all different
types of retailers to improve their processes and do it in a
cost effective way," says MarkThomson, retail industry
director EMEA at Zebra Technologies.
Efficiency and flexibility are both important in a
warehouse environrnent. But is it possible for these two
vital qualities to co-exist in picking operations?
NeilWeightman, commercial director at iForce, thinks
it's possible - but he recognises that flnding the right
balance is difficult. Ending up with a trade offbetween
efficiency and flexibility is not uncommon.
"It is important that picking operations have the right
mix of efficiency and flexibility-very efficient picking
methods arent usually very flexible," says Weightrnan.
"Conversely, very flexible picking methods are usually
somewhat more inefflcient so it's important for
manufacturers to get the balance right."
He says that, in general, heaqr investment in
technology will result in a growth in efftcienry provided you have critical mass and similarity of
product mix. However, once that technology has been
installed, to then'tear it up' and choose another
operation could be expensive. So choosing a flexible
picking solution can save cash as well as keep up with
changes in the market.
"Carefirl consideration also has to be given to the
technology that is installed and the products it will be
working alongside," he says. "For irxtance, you can invest

president, global retail strategy, iDA. ?s
online continues its double digit rate of
growth, and takes a greater share of a
retailer's overall sales, the resulting
margin erosion from the additional
costs associated with fulfilling customer
orders, could have an adverse effect on
profitabilityJ'
iForce's Neil Weightman agrees that
omni-channel operations are the most
productive format for the warehouse.
"To operate in the most efficient and
effective manner, it is beneficial to have
all of your stock in one picking location
to maximise productivity," he says.
SSI Schaefer's PeterTotz also sees the
advantage of having an omni-channel
warehouse and the amount of support
this type ofoperation has in Europe.
"The key issues of picking in an
omni-channel operation are the
so-called'long tail'and the very
different order structures of store and

consumer delivery," says Totz. "The
whole intralogistics industry works on
solutions for omni-channel warehouses.
"The European branch is one ofthe
strongest in that industry.They already
have developed strategies and
equipment to foster picking operations
in omni-channel warehousesl'
Many of the solutions being
devetoped address the long tail of slow
movers that have resulted from the
increased number of SKUs. Other
solutions can allow a mix of single order
processing for store delivery. As well as
this, there are solutions like highly
efficient batch picking for consumer
orders, with a second step of order
consolidation and sorting at pack
stations, where even some value added
services take place, says Totz.
However, with omni-channel
operations, there is lots of reliance on
speed and accuracy.
"Traditional order based picking
methods are not viable for omnichannel retailing because what was
once an ideal pick walk sequence for
bulk order picking is now a potential
nightmare multi-trip around the
warehouse to repeatedly gather stock
for single item ordersi'says lndigo's Eric
Carter. "Muiti order pick processes or
'Batch Pick and Sort'are the way
forward. Technology can support this
process by aiiovring orders to be bulk
picked and then taken to a sortation
area for quick dispatchl'
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in a state-of-the-art automated sortation system, but if it
can only handle 90 per cent of your volume, for whatever
reason, and the other t0 per cent has to be manua-lly
carried around, that can offset any effrciency gains.
"Thls is u.hr.pleurning ahead and anticipating arv
changes to product ranges is ker'."
There isnt, as a rule, a trade-offbetween productMty
and flexibility in the market - it's a matter of investment,
says Zebra's Mark Thomson.
"It's a difficult one," he says. "Many tier-two or

tier-three retail warehouses are not using the latest
process technologies, because they're managing
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current volumes r,r,'ith the ptrre scanning and printing
technologies, nhich is flne for now."
But as these businesses and operations gronl- theY
nill need to start picking more individual items. fuld this
means potentially changing the n'arehouse's existing
order picking sYStenN. "The older technologies lt'on't
work an-\'rnore and the-v will have to look into updatitlg
their technology processes to the likes of r.roice,
automation, pick to light etc.," says Thomson.
Technologies like automation may demonstrate a high
level of efficietlcy but are sometimes not ve4r adaptabie.
"Some technologies such as automation, pror''ide
high eflicienc-v in highl)' repeatable and predictable
processes, - but are verv limited in their abilitv to adapt
to any change r,r.ithout significant cost or dlsruption to
sewice and indeed seasonal, pron-rotional or "one off"
activities are often not possible," savs Honelnt'eil's
DarrelWilliams. "In manY cases the initial investment
and set up cost limlts automated technologies to
markets rvhich are beiieved to be stable and predictable
fol the mid to long term.
"\r\4ro could l.rave imagined the changes in logistics
operations that have come about with the growth oi the
multi-channel / omni- channel environments even
two-three years ago? It's not easv to modi\r-votlr
physicall-v installed systems to quickly respond to
changing customer demand." In a dr,'r-ramic industry that
serves ever-changing customer demands, automation
can be a ris$ business.
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central distribution centre for fashionprovider
beeline. lt uses a highly dynamic shuttle
.jewellery
storage system is responsible for the direct supply of the
picking work stations.
SSI Schaefer's

It is the companies that are able to adapt to these
constantly moving markets that are the most flexible,
and efficient.
"Today's successful companies are those that
emblace and capitalise on evolving business challet-rges
and plovide a service that satis{ies today's and
tomorro\\r's demands," says Wllliams.
There are lots of different factors to consider n'hen
trying to flnd that balance betvrreen an efficlent order
picking system and a flexible one. Cost efflciencv is a
top priority for man\r retailers and rvarehouse operators
- w,ith return on inr.estment (RoI) being a key branch of
tl.rls. With investment in picking systems, there are
opportunities fbr con'rpanies to improve the RoI.
"In a very harsh r,1r3y, if thgy don't improve their
pickir-rg cost effectiveness, then thev will start to have
lorver margins and possibly go out of business," says
Thomsoir. "The pressure from a margln perspective is
that it's huge at the moment, and lve're seeing retail
purchases inclease b1' around 3 per cent a vear, across
online and in-store, and the margins and proflts orl
those sales are flat at Irest.
"This is difflcult for retailers because it doesnt, on it's
or,r,n, gir.e them opportunity to drive new investments."
Holvever, it is investmenl in ns\ r picking and
fulfihnent technologies and s1'51gms that can prompt
better visibility of stock. Thel' 62n allon'fol picking
individual orders from stores - which will in tuln
improve their eff'ectiveness and proflt margins on
online orders.
"This is the fastest glowing s:ide of their business and
that's r,vhere they need to deliver cost improvements,"
he acids. "SaY corr..ies ale picking more than six
milliotr orders, if they can save a pound per order, thatb
16 mil1ion."
According to research bY The British Retail
Consortium, by 2020 there will be 900,000 less iobs in
retail and many stores will disappear.
"That is true if the stores don't adopt and adapt to the
more dlgital customer who wants to have tlrat r''isibility
of stock," says Thomson. "Customers want to sit in a
Starbucks and ordel a product, and then be told it's
available at a store three doors dor'r'T-r; the qpe of
visibility that stock management svstems in partictrlar
need to be delivering to customers, there needs to be
this immediacy of visibilitl'."
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